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OTTERBEIN· UNIVE·RSITY,
"WESTERVILLE. OHIO.

..

Otterbein University offers Three Courses of ,Studies leading to Degrees.
Shorter Courses are offered, especially designed to meet the wants of those who are
preparing to teach. but cannot afford the time required for a standard College course.

-?==-TEACHERS~

Will find ,it to their advantage to make preparation for teaching under College influences. Th'e expense 'is no greater than in the purely Normal Schools, while the
opportunities and privileges are superior.
.

.

THE DAVIS eONSER'VATORY OF MUSI·e
Affords excellent advantages in Instrumental and Vocal Music. A well equipped
Orchestra and Band are attached to the Conservatory, and have added greatly to the
inte~est of the Department of Music.
Those.who wish to pursue Art Studies will find in the University a teacher well
qualified to instruct in Crayon,. Oil and Pastel, including Portrait Painting.
The University is pleasantly located in a village unsurpassed for. advantages
helpful to the student. Easily reached by railroad; eight trains daily, from all parts
of the State. For further information, address the President,
T.

J.

SANDERS, A. M., Ph.

p. '

-251MEDICINE A SCIENCE.

REMEDIES NON-POISONOUS

G. H.· MAYHUGH, M. D.

=:Physician and Surgeon.==
Office in#Markley Block.
Residence ir:' Bank Building.
A Reduction From Regular Prices Sufficient to Cover Railroad Fare Cranted to Otterbein ~tudentflt.

I. N.

Calls in Country as well as in City Promptly Attended.

]. B. HUNT, M. D.

CUSTER,

PHYSICIAN AND

DENTIST

Residence Cor. State and Park Sts.

---Office in Markley Blook,--'VVESTE~
VXLLE.,

SUR~EON,

"V'VES-rE~VXLLE,

o.

<:>.

Houghton & Price,

A. \lV. JONES, M. D.

DENTISTS,

PHYSICIAN AND SURCEON.

Furnish to their Patrons everything known in
the Art and Science of Modern Dentistry. Dr.
Houghton has been in constant practice in his
office for twenty-one years.

Residence West Home Street,
Office over Keefer's Drug Store,

Ne>. 1.,
TELEPHONE

~e1;rc>pClli1;a%1C>pera. :EIc>~se.,

1043.

• VVESTERVILLE, OHIO.

COLUMBUS, OHIO.

D. VV. Coble, M. D.

F. M. RAN'CK,

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
Residence Corner

REAL ESTATE A SPECIALTY.

Office in Markley Block,

WESTERVILLE, OHIO.

St~te

and Park Streets,

WESTERVILLE, OHIO.

E. L. McC"lJNE,

Attorney·at·Law and Justice of the Peace,
Oi1ice on North State Street,

CAVEATS,
TRADE MARKS,
DESleN PATENTS
COPYRICHTS, etc.
For information and free Handbook write to

o~~~~u~e~t?·fo~~e~:;~~~~a1:nt~f:
AYi::rfca.

Every patent taken out by us is brought before
the pUblic by a notice given free of charge in the

J tirutifit

~mtri(an

Larg-est circulation of any scientific r'\per in the
world. Splendidly illustrated. No intellig-ent
man should be without it. Weekly~ 3 .. 00 a
~ear; 1.50 SIX months. Address MUNN & CO.,
PUBLISHERS, 361 Broadway, New York.

'

e

i •••••••••

T~10ThtJr ~t"O'~Flt1~ ,_. ' t0ilUt:l,
70-72. Dearborn St" CH ICAGO.
E~tab1ished in 1884.
Positions filled, 2300.
Seeks Teachers who are ambitious for advancement rather than th.ose without positions.
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Courtesy.

LA UN DRY, THE

Z

LARGEST

AND FINEST IN THE CITY.

~

Promptness.

SPECIA~ TV.

ALSO AGENTS FOR TROY

Holmes Block,

~
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* SHOES *
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TENNIS

WESTERVILLE, OHIO.

.

ALL GOODS NEW.

PERFUMES AND TOILET ARTICLES
Soaps, Brushes, Sponges, Combs, Stationery,

00

Box Paper,' Tablets,

Pens and Pencils.

Inks,

00 Choice - Family"" Groceries

A large assortment

of Druggists' Sundries,

a~d

a full stock

Fresh

pf the best Drugs and Medicines.

Pure

DR. A. H. KEEFER,
.

L~af

Salt

Meats in season.

Lard and H9rne-Made

Mince Meat.

THE DRUGGIST.
Accuracy.

and

M. D. WATERS, Agent..

Purity.
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POCKET CUTLERY.
====~==oo-=====~==

Pocket Cutlery that wi II cut.
.:.

.:.

LATEST STYLES IN

Spring and Summer Goods.

Razors that will prevent profanity

and· anything that is kept in a

first-cl~ss

Call and examine and select from ISOO samples
of most recent patterns.

HARDWARE STORE.

ALL

+ F.

E. SAMUEL &

co. +

Cor. State St. and College Ave .
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OOOOMA,N.

,

\WORK

GUARANTEED.
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ligh t exercises as will best retain the vigor ·of
the rnuscles l110st needed in the positions the
persons desire to' play. The man who is in
the best condition when the season opens is'
the Ulan who will gain the place he seeks. A
little time thus occupied will give very satisfactory results, and will not -detract in th-e
least from the m'ost earliest prosecution of col. lege work, which should denland our first attention.

Published the 20th of Each Month of the College Year.
EDITORI~

L ADDRESS:

Editor OTTERBEIN lEGIS, Westerville, Ohio.
Business Corntnunieations:

Business Manager OTTERBEIN lEGIS. Westerville, Ohio.
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Subscription Agent
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Subscription; 60 Cents a Year in Advance.
Single Copies, 10 Cents
Subscriptions will be continued until the Paper is ordered
stopped by the subscriber and all arrearages paid.

P~ILOPHRONE~N

PUBLISHING COMPANY, Publishers,

EDITORIAL.
-No pastiille can be found to better engage
the leisure hour than that of poetic composition. True, the -first efforts may be very crude.
The yerse Inay not scan. That essence of
true poetry, soul, may be entirely wanting.
Still a literary facility has been acquired, the
value of which can not be determined. Choice
words, strong figures. bold 'assertions, happy
thoughts, all conspire to make expression
elegant, and we know of nothing more fitted
to help the imagination and produce these
results than an hour's communion with the
poet's muse.
WHILE the thermometer is Inaking" its
registers with chilling nearness to the· zero
point, field sports of conrse are impossible,
but should be by no means forgotten. To
those anticipating positions on the spring base
ball team, w~ recoIl)lnend the practice of such

o. 5.

AND still it grows.
What grows? The
list of those who have given to the college five
hundred dollars 1n cash. Since our last issue,
Mr. W. H. Markley, of Sweet Wine, Ohio, and
the \\lolnan's Co-operative Circle, have each
contributed the amount named, and the indebtedness of the college has been reduced by
just one thousand dollars. Not only has that
much debt been wiped out, but the money
necessary to pay the interest on that amount
can now be used further to diminish the total
indebte~ness
This is the giving that helps.
The roll now numbers five;-one-tenth the
number first asked for by the lEGIS. These
friends have done well, and have our sincere
thanks. Many others are as able to do as are
they, and we send forth an earnest appeal for
more five-hundred-dollar cash donations.

WITH this month we begin some improvements that we trust will make the £GIS
more attractive than ever. The contributed
articles, "Housewifery-a bit of kitchen
chelnistry," by Mrs. Laura Shrom, of Pittsburgh, Pa.; "The work alnong the colored
people; of the South," by Miss Amna Scott,
class '91, Montgo.lnery, Ala.; " Education vs
Culture," by Miss Flora Spear, class '92;
"The Grey and the Gold," by J. A. Howell,
class '92, afford an interest equal to that of
former issues.

-254THE Woman's Co-operative Circle, of Otter- By the way, how any United Brethren family'
bein University, has scored its first victory. can get along without the Telescope is a more
It was organized only last June, and its growth difficult problem than the £Grs will underin membership throughout the co-operating take to solve. Its circulation ought to be
territory has neither been rapid nor general. doubled.
But notwithstanding the difficulty in organizing the movement abroad, the women have
WE are glad to note the \vell organized ef=
turned in to the college treasury their first doforts
that are being- made for the liquidation
nation, five hundred dollars. This shows what
a little band of earnest, devoted workers can of the college debt. If the Sunda)' School
do. It shows also what a mighty arm of superintintendets in the several co-operating
power this movement can be made, w~en conferences are careful to take up a collection
once it is generally organized. Ten thousand as it has been provided for Otterbein Univermembers giving one cent a day means thzrty- sity, it will not only bring a handsome sum
six thousand five hundred dollars a year. In into the treasury of the college, but .will be
a total church membership of seventy-five quite effective in bringing the work of the
college before the youth of the churches, and
thousan~, this movement ought to reach and
interest at least ten thousand, and it can be may we not hope for a largely increased atdone. And in this connection, we tll~nk the tendance at Otterbein University, as a result
Circle has scored its second victory. It has of these influences? The Sunday School at
been fortunate in being able to secure as Westerville took up the collection atnounting
organizer, Mrs. A. L. Billheimer, of White to $26 during the holiday vacation. May the
'Pine, Tenn. l\1:rs. Billheimer does not come good work go on and Otterbein's prosperity
as a stranger to the college, or to the work she be insured.
is expected to do. As a prominent worker
and officer in the W o~an' s Missionary Society,
THE winter term has opened with -the old
she has acquired an experience and a zeal that
.
students
back with few exceptions, and a very
will merit and win success for the interests
handsome
~ncrease of new faces, both of ladies
she represents. She will spend all her time
visiting the various towns and fields of labor and gentlemen. The work of the term is now
in the church, organizing local societies and well in hand, and our teachers are pushing it
-interesting the women of the church in the right along. And what is best of all, we are
. college. Wherever she goes, we trust she will made to feel that study is not only a d~ty-in
.receive not only a hearty welcome, but sub- fact, the business for which we come to college-but a delight. As an evidence of our
.stantial help.
prosperity, we call attention to the large
classes organized this term. The class in
WE are pleased to note th~ many cheering Physiology numbers thirty-five; in Civil Gov·words of commendation concerning the last ernment there are forty members; in Lock-·nunlber of the lEGIS. The Religious Tele- wood's Lessons in English about the same
:scope says: '~The December number ~f the l1umber; in the class beginning German, the
Otterbein ./Egis came to our table enlarged number exceeds forty, and in three or four
.and much improved. Its engraved title page other classes, the number exceeds thirty. It
--is very tasty and appropriate. The frontis- does us all good to see the class-rooms so full,
Jliece is a picture of the Otterbein Foot-ball and if our friends throughout the church will
'Team. The editorial departments have un- do what they can do so easily, the present
llsual interest~ the whole representing Otter- number will not only be maintained· but
bein University in a most creditable way." augmented ~uring the year.

-255THE PRACTICAL VALUE OF A COLLEGE TRAINING IN ACTIVE LIFE.

v.

HOUSEWIFERY- A BIT OF KITCHEN CHEMISTRY.

Next to the restful memories of child life, healthfully and delicately cooked. Everythose of happy student life, cheer and linger where within the domain of the kitchen~
in the heart when the trying years of midlife science has constant surprises for the eye
crowd their burdens-hard to bear at times- "from which the scales have fallen" permitupon the bu~y housewife. Few women enter ting it to behold its wonders. The tnaking' .
the after-college duties of their lives, realizing of a loaf of bread-from the mysterious,
the tread-mill routine of existence that awaits growth and life of the yeast, to the transthem.. This is peculiarly true of domestic formed mass of puffy dough that is drawn
life-so much so, that many women would from the glowing oven, golden-brown and
gladly exchange the gain of years of study for fragrant-is a ~uccessio~ of wonders.
Who may denounce as ignoble or declare a
the strength-physical-or knowledge of an
ordinary servan t. Sometimes in hours of waste of time any study that leads to the inweariness and discouragement, the question telligent production of food necessary to
of its being worth while to econom;ze and maintain health and strength of body and
care for the littles of time and money for .mind for the duties of every day? The rivals
educating sons and daughters, would be an- -heat and cold-are made the useful helps of
swered with a decided no! But it is not so the intelligent housewife. The mysteries of.
unprofitable as one tnight think, this stopping the preservation of fruit and vegetables, the
a few years to stlldy'; especially IS this true of disarming of the' invisible gases that invade
some of the sciences.
the damestic realm of their deadly power, tlie
There is not a kitchen in the land but is a healing of the deadly 'waters in the household
little laboratory. The sinlple boiling of an spring or fountain-all these have their places
egg possesses int~resting changes that are in kitchen chemistry, and at various times
even scientific. Drop the cold white oval and in unexpected places must be met and
into a cup of boiling water; boil hard for two answered. In these days of restlessness and
or three minutes; remove from the hot water unsatiified questioning; it is blessed to draw
and break it. Next the shell, the transparent from the years past a memory of some prin~
semi-liquid albumen has been changed to a ciple Of truth, which, though. varied in form
hard, almost rubber-like substance, while the and expression, helps to solve each day's~
center has scarcely felt the effect of the heat problems.
I would that some bright student might
at all, and the golden yelk is almost unchanged. Into a cup of slightly warm or write a "Manual of Kitchen Chemistry" at
even cold water, drop another egg, place where once practical and interesting. .Elaborate to
i.t will heat, even rapidly, until the rising thoroughness, and plain to helpfulness. It
bubbles tell the story of diffusive heat, remove would.. be worth while to busy women, who
may _not tliink with logical e~actness, but.
f~om the hot ba~h, and break. Slowly, but
.
g~,ntly and thoroughl,y the heat has done its m?f,st think and act as well.
w9rk. LIke a delicate jelly the snowy ,albuLAURA J. SHROM ..
men enfolds the golden 'globe~at once Pittsburgh, Pa.
THE MODERN HERO.
His head "vas jammed into the sand,
His arms were broke in twain,
Three ribs were snapped~ four teeth were go'ne ;
He n~'er would wa~k again.

His lips moved slow, I· stooped to hear
The whispers they let fall;
His voice was weak; but this I heard,
" Old man, who got theball."--:Muse.

-266THE CONDITION OF THE

~OLORED

'Many of those who have studied the interests of the negro race are convinced that the
colored people can do better in their old home
than elsewhere. They know 110 other, are
deeply attached to this south-land, and are
especially adapted to its climate.
A teacher who has been laboring with theln
for over twenty years, after a' trip through the
Northern States and Canada, during which
every means was enlployed to learn the condition of the race in those sections where
superior social and educational advantages
are granted, returned ,fully convinced that the
South was the place for them.
There, they are in a minority, and apparently have nothing for which to strive; while
here, the very fact that they must band together and contend for every privilege, fur,nishes an impetus to advancement. Th'eir
~ great number, also, affords a chance for competjtion, another strong impelling force..
They' are buying land in companies, thus
forming colored settlemen ts ; nor do these cornmunities seem to be lacking in ambition, judging from the efforts n1ade to establish schools
andbl1ild up respectable neighborhoods. There
are many places in the rural districts where
they have school only four months in the
'year, N'orthern people not being allowed to
establish schools in those localities.
But in. the towns they are awake to their
own interests, and demand better treatment
from the edllcational boards. As ,yet, however, a colored teacher must be satisfied with
a monthly salary of about ten dollars less than
that of a white teacher doing the same work.
This State has established three normal
schools with industrial departnlents, one of
which, located at Tuskegee, boasts that from
its very beginning the teachers have all been
of their own race. There is a growing desire
to becolu,e in~ependent; and it has been· pre-,
dicted that in. a few years there will be no
white teachers anlong thenl. The majority
I

PEOPLE IN THE SOUTH.

of the colored people deplore their ignorance)
recognize its disadvantages, and are determined that their children shall have better
opportunities. It lnay be said to their credit
that the wages of washerwomen pay the tuitions of hundred~ of children.
The colored race are unquestionably a destructive people. They will never accumulate nluch until habits of thrift and econolny
are acquired. It has been made possible of
late years for those living in the cities to have
,honles of their own.
Property-holders are building small houses
and selling them to the colored people on
slow payments; thus the possession of a home)
one of the most sacred and refining influences
of civilization, is open to them,
Religious emotion has ever been considered one of their peculiar characteristics.
They are slowly learning, however, that noise
is not essential to worship.
At the organization of Olle of the colored
~hurches of this city, a resolution was offered
and adopted, to the effect that order
should always be' lnaintained, nor could a
more quiet, reverential congregation than assembles within its walls be found anywhere.
One of the most encouraging features in laboring to uplift this people is their strong religious nature. Churches are found among
them whether they have school. houses or not,
the church being used for that' purpose. A
decided contrast to the custom in our Western States where the school house is used for
a church.
The simple faith and thankful spirit manifested by many of the poorest Inight well put
to shame the multitudes of ungrateful complainers in this most favored land. Another
~very commendable characteristic is their kindness to the helpless. No house seems so small
but that, if the occasion offers, an orphan
child or needy old person may find shelter
and be received as one of the family.
Society organizations are popular with

~,257 ~

them. A colored person considers the holding of a membership in one or more societies
necessary to good social stapding.
Hundreds of adherents are found to the
world-renowned Masonic' order and those of
less repute. The chu'rches have their various
societies, children, even, being organized and
paying monthly fees. Consequen'tly, the society treasuries receive much of their scanty
e~rnings.
The lack of the ability' to lay
'anything by, is perhaps the origin of this
custom, as the societies pay doctors' bills
and funeral expenses.
, It is doubtful if there is anything that re,tards their progress lTIOre than intemperance
"and the tobacco curse.
, \Vhile the habit of snuff-dipping is dying
·out among; them, as well as among the whites,
,its place is being filled by cigarette smoking.
Northern people are so accustomed to
associating the ideas of snow· a~d Christ'mas together, that they are apt to think
.of the South as having no holiday week.
But it is even gayer here than there, especially with the colored people. In slavery
'days their nlasters gave them many .privileges
at that time; thus it came to be their great
festive season, and so it still remains. Their
settlements are made brilliant with fireworks; Santa Clau~ visits every home, no
nlatter how poor. Each Sabbath School must
have its Christmas-tree and every child its
present.
New Year's Day was the twenty-ninth anniversary of the "Emancipation Proclamation." Throughout the cities and towns of
the South the custom of celebrating that
~vent has been adopted by the Afro-AmerIcans.
, ,In this city the chief attraction on t~at occ~
,sion was "Sherwood's Youth Band," which
marched at the head of the procession. It is
a band from Florida composed entirely of orphan boys traveling in the interest of a col
.ored orphans' home in that State. After the
,parade the crowd gathered in one of their
large churches to listen to a carefully' pre,pared program. The president of the meet·
'5ng was a young colored gentleman, a college
'graduate, and the principal of one of the colored schools.
'
) ',The' orator was introduced. as a chamoion
'.of' the manhood rights of the negro. .After
,~p~ying due trib,ute to the memory of Li1J.colti,
Stewart, Sumner, and other famous abolition_i~ts) he spoke of the· remarkable progre~s of
,tJ1e ,c~.lO:~hd
P~9P~¢ si?J~~ h~eir, emancipation,
t:::: . '.
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and mentioned as one of the best indications
. of the fact that there are now representatives
of their race in all the professio.ns. Minister~
lawyers, doctors, professors and editor~ are
11umbered with them, as well as' manufactu~
ers, business men, mechanics and farmers.
, He called their attention to the 'many fine
church edifices, business houses and oth~r
property owned by their people. He claimed,
as do many leading colored men of the Sou~~"
tllat in business, at least, the race prejudice
has almost disappeared, and that ~ brigh.t
future lies before energetic young colore~
men.
Bishop Turner's plan of colonizing the
D'ark Continent with negroes from this country, did -11ot. receive the approbation. of the
speaker. They were American citizens, not
only by right of birth, but from the fact that
when our country was struggling for her independence, a negro patriot was the first to fall,.
and also in the late rebellion 200,000 colored
troops fought for the preservation o~ t~e
Union,
.
The present needs of his people were set
forth; a higher standard of tnorality was
named as the greatest; next, a stronger spirit
of self-reliance and self-help, especially in eq-ucational matters; for, while a proper gratitude should be felt for the good ~ccolnplished
by such institutions as ,Fisk University, still
th~ time had come when they should establish their own schools, and maintain them by
their own industry..
A very hopeful view was taken of their failure, as yet, to receive equal civil and political
rights. The speaker urged his hearers to a.
greater persistency in their demand for this
equality, and assured .them that it ,vas only a
question ,of time, until their rig-hts would be
regarded.
The need of the farmers was then considered and they were advised to turn their attention to cultivation of other products, as the
raising of so much cotton was becoming unprofitable.
It will take time fo~ the negroes to outgrow
the effects of their two hundred and forty
years of servitude. But that they have made
rapid advancement cannot be denied.
The pastor of a white church of this ci_ty,
recently, stated in the pUlpit, that the' great
question of the South would soon be, not
_what shall. we do wit~ the freedmen, ,but
what will they do with us?
A~MNA SCOTT:,
.
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---:"258~"LIFE'S

GREY AND GOLD.

It was only a ray of sunshine that fell
athwart a faded and ragged carpet of a poorly
furnished room; only a ray of" sunshine, and
nothing more, that caused a smile to play on
the thin, wan lips of a fading life that spent
the sunny hours of the day in that small
attic chamber.
An early visitor, this bright beam came but
for a little while - came to tell the good news
to the occupant of that room that another
morn had spread the eastern skies with its
rosy robes. A little messenger" of peace,on wings of speed had it come its distant
way - slanted through the boug'hs of an old
linden, and stopped to cheer the suffering
couch of a human being.
Whence had it come? Why must it haste
-away so soon, seeing that it was all the sunshine given to that life for one long, long
day? And, too, some days were cloudy and
it never came at all! A sad salt tear filled
the watching eye, but was quickly wiped
away, leaving only its stain. This common,
every day occurrence was only a life's" pend'-ulun1, swinging between a slnile "and a tear."
" Good morning," were the words I uttered,
one bright morning in summer, to a bare·
footed boy who crossed my way.
" Good morning, sir,'" was the little fellow's
.reply, and, as he said it, his small, dirty face
was but an index by means of which I read
'of the pleasure that filled his young heart..
\Vhat had it cost me to say good morning?
Nothing at all- a mere breath.
It did seem so strange to him that notice
should be taken of a dirty boy - a ragged,
"-penniless street Arab. He had 'no home but
the cold, dusty doorstep, his kindest friend
-the rough policeman with his .( move on
there! " " Get out of this, you wretched brat!"
Why had I spoken as I did? He did not
'know - I could not tell-; but I had spoken
thus, and for this reason his feet seemed to
'run a little faster, his heart, somehow, beat
lighter as he hurried past me with his
-cheery" good morning, sir. ,t
Poor little fellow! He had hardly run a
.block away when a sigh, sad a.nd long, passed
from the lips from which the snlile had hardly
-fled. I had breathed on a life chord, tuned
to sweetest pleasure, but thrilling the deepest
-note of woe.
How pleasant are the gleams that s~ant
through the cr~vices and chinks" of the

usually closed mortal breast. Though they
nlay only come for a moment, they alway1s
bring the sunshine, joy and happiness that
would arise from a life unsullied and unstained by coarse passions-by wicked and
wayward thoughts. Speeding on their errands
of mercy, these bright, sunny rays come,
with their glad light, to the heart of him who
stands behind the polished bar of the gilded
saloon; to the breast of that one, whose
world is now a narrow cell, built for him by
the owner of that tempting bar; to the life
of her, whose weary fingers eke out a mere
existence in the struggle for the pittance to
buy the bread promised to her, in the blush
and bloolTI of young womanhood, by him
who looks from the prison grating; to that
poor, little soul, whose pinched and wasted
cheeks wail forth the need of good food and
air, demanding what those weary fingers
would gladly give it if they only coul~.
How quickly flies the shuttle of our lives, '
with its busy, busy click! From the bobbin
the thread is caught, and the web and woof
of our exist.ence is spun out ere time has
scarcely seemed to flit -away- Fine are some
of the textures, coarse and ro_ugh ar~ others.
that the loom of life passes from its cradle,
This one decks the form of wealth and receives the praises and admiration of a countless throng; that one is worn by a trembling
frame, till, tattered and torn, the driveling
fool himself makes fun of its rents anQ
coarseness; this one drapes the casket of
Dives; that one covers the rude, rough box
of the workhouse of Lazarus. Lift these fabrics up to the light of day-hold these lives
up to t.he garish light! What can be seen?
What can we see? Silver threads among the
gold; to each a side of grey and one of gold.
How much, of joy and happiness there
seems to be in some lives. To such, the burrowing beetle and the sightless worm are.
glad and happy playmates; the noisy stream,
brawling as if its little heart wOllld burst
with levity, sings a sweet, sweet note to
those ears; the daisy and the si~ple anem~pe
are bosom friends to t110se breasts. On the
horizon of such lives, clouds seldom hang;
very few of the silver stra~ds run through
these finely-wrought fabrics; very little ~f the
grey is seen.
..
But turn-turn quickly, and see, the. 'contrast! The happy bird, sitti~g and singing
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and a wish is half expressed that it would
hush its merry note; the tiny rill laughs too
merrily as it races along in happy companionship with its mossy banks; the bright sunlight mocks the gloom of a saddened life. In
such fabrics the golden threads are few-the
side of gray is well shaded; on such lives
clouds lower heavily, and sunbeams scarcely
ever tinge tlleir· dark, black edges. But, yet,
to every life there is ~ sunbeam; in every
fabric there is a golden thread; the grey does
not compose all of the web and woof of an·
existence.
It is the twilight of a summer's eve. Feeling gloomy and sad, I make my way to the
village churchyard, and there I see:

I

A common sight-the weavy bosomed ground,
Flecked here and there with white, the cloddish mound
And stone. All is not still. The mournful dove,
From yonder copse coos out her notes of love;
The drummer drums his solemn bark the while;
And distant low responds to neighboring stile.
The hum and buzz of insect life I hear;
The nestling birds that quarrel with their share j
The village church which rin~s its vesper bell;
I, lazy lounger, writing, break the spell.
A pleasant sight! Not far the laborer's plot,
Which blossom-time has changed to vernal spot;
His cottage vined, which curls its smoky sea)
To juicy board that waits the evening meal.
The carpet green of grass; the growing grain;
The wealthy verdure of the bleating plain;
Bright Lucifer, who hides his sleepy eye
Behind a cloud which floats the western sky,
And gilds its edges dark with golden band,
Which tints with mellow ray the drowsy land.

I come to this spot with feelings of reverence and awe. Silently, with but the noise
of my pencil jotting down my thoughts, I
walk upon the" . L
. \.cre of God. " With the
exception of the throbbing life that beats
within my own breast, and the gentle breathings of the drowsy world, all is still, solemn
,and silent. I 11ave time to stop and think.

At my feet is a buried sun beam, a little
golden thread. This ray of light once lit up
the lamps of love in the eyes of parents; this
tiny strand of gold once ran through .the
fabric of a loving mother's life. Where. it
ends, a silver thread has been woven in by
the spinner.
A pace or so away from these knols of
sod, I see a half spun web of grey draping a..
granite shaft, and in the shadow on that
broken colunln I read:
, The uncarved slab, each polished granite shaft,
Clean cut and naJIled,-the work of human craft;
Each splintered tone that marks a resting head,
Is but these words in petrifaction read:
Life's grey and gold.'

I drew closer to this w.eb of grey; I gaze'
long and earn~stly, but can only s~e, here arid
there, a dash of gold to relieve the dull
monotony of the grey. It is a life that has
been lived in the gloonl and shadows of
despondency; a fabric that has been spun
from a bobbin on which was wound a silver
·thread, tied once, at every great length, with
a bit of golden yarn.
How many shadowed and sunlit lives were
buried h~re, I could not tell. How many
gloomy brows and happy faces formed, be-:neath this mould, the worm's riot ground, I
would not guess at. All that I will affirm is
that the chamber of the tomb was liveried
with richly and poorly wroug-ht tapestries,
was decked with hangings whose one side
was grey, the other gold, and each, and all,
with silver threads among the gold,
1 turn and walk a thou·ghtful homeward way;
Behind me death in all its quick decay;
Before me life its busy bustling throng
All panting, pushing, hurrying me along.
The stream is strong, I cannot stem the flow;
The rapid currents bear me where they go;
Adown their bosom wide I float the wave,
'Till brawling o'er its brink they empty in the

]. A.

OPEN SESSION OF THE CLEIOS.
Roll call.
Reading and approval of minutes.
Reports of retiring officers.
Chaplain's retiring address.
C~aracter vs. Reputation-Myrtie Ervin.
Music, Orchestra-Hamm's Overture..
President's Valedictory, ,,'Wherein LIes Our Interest?"Elvah Hamilton.
I
. President's Inaugural; "A Glan~e at- the Germans"'Le~ba .Bea,~dsley.

Music, Piccolo Solo-Cora Shaner.
Bovey.
Piano Solo-Mr~. Maude Everal.
A Sketch-Ida Waters.
Violin Solo, Hungarian Dance-Da.isy Custer.'
Original Poem~Nannie Safford.
Orchestra-Hope of Alsace.
- Roll Call.
~ Good Night-V<?cal Quartet.
_ Adjourn:ment.

.J ournal-Ada

grave·~.

HOWELL,

'92...
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. KNOWLEDGE VERSU$ CULTURE.
Scholarly tnen and men of genius are not
all men of culture. There are tnany characteristics which distinguish culture from knowledge, though the words are often used interchangeably. Very often we hear men who
possess vast stores of knowledge called cultured men, which mayor may not be true,
and just as frequently men are judged to be
learned when they are only cultured.
Dr. H01land tersely expressed this distinction when he said knowledge '~relates to our
mental possessions, culture to ourselves;
knowledge is acquired, culture is developed."
A man may crowd the mind with facts until
he is a veritable walking encyclopedia and
still he may not be cultured in the slightest
4egree. The acquirement of k~owledge does
in tnany instances lead to a development of
culture and it ought to in every instance.
Truly that education is. defective which only
s~tores the mind with facts and fails to inspire
a search for the great, living principle which
underlies it all, and of which facts are only
the outward tokens.
~
. The st~dent of botany may be able. to call
yotir favorite flowers by Latin or Greek names
long. enough to make your head swim~ or he
may ~n6w the exact shape and size of the
grains of pollen of all the different. species, or
l}e may know the ~tructure' of all t4e ducts
and ·veins through which the flower receives
its life-but this is not culture.
.'
When he recognizes in the delicate or
bright hues of each flower the matchless work
of the great Artist; when he considers the
peculiar adaptation of the structure and manner of growth of the plant to its surroundings
as the provision of an all-wise Creator; when
he opens his heart to the beautiful ~essons of
purity and ipnocence which they hold in their
fragile ~ups; when he reads theln as leaves
from the great living book of nature-then indeed he is reading lessons of true culture.
As long as a man sees in piles of rocks only
cquartz, feldspar, hornblende, or mica mingled
-in various proportions the facts gathered serve
··him as knowledge; but when he realizes th~t
·these same eleme~lts have qeen weighed,
·measured and, piled into mountain ridges or
~scattered among the sands of the sea by t~e
.Master-builder of the universe., then he gains
something gr.eater than knowledge-culture.
In like manner the study of any ·department of science, history or philosophy affords

almost unlimited means of culture. If w~'
broaden the field to include music and paint~·
ing, the cultivation of taste, the development"
of the body, advancement in mechanical skill
and the more homely arts of common life,
cooking and housekeeping, for we contend
there is culture in these also, how vast the
resources become.
.
As truly as there is knowledge without culture so is there culture where knowledge is
lacking. That person whose heart beats in
unison with the heart of the Savior of mankind, wh,o quick, with loving sympathy and
ready tact, always speaks the kind word and,
lightens the heavy burden, is truly cultured,
though he be not able to read the $i~plest
sentence or write his own name. He may
not be cultured in the broadest or highest
sense of the word but in its best sense. That
culture gained by the development of the in-:tellectual faculties alone is cold and lifeless,
though it may be brilliant as the light of
some far distant star, whose rays chill while
they fascinate. To have warmth and life it
needs the impulse of a heart which has forgotten itself In its thought for others.
No place in the world·· affords such·
unparalleled opportunities for obtaining·
both knowledge and culture as Golleg~.
halls. Yet should the student in his ambition commit the contents of every text· book'
in the curriculum he WOllld "gain ~nowledge),
but unless he st.udies his own experience a~q.:·
observes tHe world around him) he. will gain
no culture. The text boo can only bring
him ~o the window through which he can be-·:·
hold the vast realm of thought; to be cultul;ed! .
he must go b e y o n d . ·
,
The world is calling for cultured men and
women. Nothing is more essential to true
success in life. The power which the p.osses;,.·
sion of this attaintnent gives is truly magical
in its scope and results.
.
. The men who influence and mould public
sentiment, those ·who come nearest the hearts
of the people, are men whose lives are broad
and wide, and whose thought instead .of flowing in one channel flows in ten thousa~d
channels.
One most effectual means of gainin·g culture is by associating with people who. possess
it. . One cannot spend an hour in the pres;
ence of a' -truly cultured 'person without feeling a new inspiration to do and be m<?re 'arid·

better, and without seeing more grandeur in
life: The privilege of bearing culture to
mankind is given largely to 'wonlan; because"
-her sympathy is quicker, her intuition lnore
unfailing, and because of the place God has
given her in the home,. she above all others is

fitted to influenc~ and refine those about her'~ :
\ Therefore, if possible;'~let her- seek and acquire kno,wledge, but as. she valu'es the worth'
of her womanhood let her not neglect the
higher good, the greater power to be found in.
culture alone.
l

FLORA SPEAR.

THE MAN UP A TREE.

The 'movelnent to organize an oratorical
Otterbein ought to be favorably
regarded by everyone who has interest in the
.school. It has promise of good in it. Fusses?
Well, maybe; but we h~d better have a fuss
-occasionally than not to have an oratorical.
But to " a man up a tree" it looks like rea.sonable people ought to get along together
without war, even if they don't think altogether alike. Bear' and forbear, you know.
.A· little more confidence all around. Anyway, let's have the oratorical; let's get into
the State association-if they'll have us ; and
when we're safely in, we promise it will not
be we who occupy the last pew. Not much.
-a~sociati()n in

***

The Y. M. C. A.. ought, ill; a C:hristian college, to be the. most itnpor~ant student.s'
~rganization in it. That's w~at jt. is growing more and more to be in Otterbein. Young
man, if you are not in line with the Y. M. C.
A., you are not in line with the best interests
-of the school. Of course' that's saying not
'very much, but this is saying a very great
deal-you are out, of lin~ ,with your own
interests, temporal and eternal. Maybe you
don,,'t think so, but just mark this, some day
you.'ll thi~k that very thing mighty strong
·even if you don't now.

***

. Say, what would you. think if next com-mencement were 11eld in Otterbein's gymna-.
sium, seated to accommodate twelve hundred
people? Be somewhat surprised wouldn't
you? How about being glad? Well; it's
two to. one that you .have both those feelings
~efor.e ne~t June. How's tQat? Well. well,
w~.it. and see. The breezes ~re just whisper{ng,'somethirig about it, but '~hey are nof sayi.ng very much.

*** with some other
Otterbein, in common
~~,hools, has had a great deal of class spirit of
-a.'c.e-rtain ~ind--:-that- negativ,e kind' that ~uys

the people of the other class. A little of that
adds spice sometimes, but much of it gives a ,
school dyspepsia. The other kind-the positive kind that promotes fraternity and good
will within class lines-has a better tast~, and
is far more digestible. We' have a larg·er.
stoc~ of it in Otterbein. than we used to hav~"
and are adding new invoices of it every week~'

***

.

Come to think about it, we said a little bit ·
ago that the Y. M C. A. was the most important organization in the college. Of course,
we forgot. There's the Y. W. C. A.; it's not
a whit less important for those whom it aims
to reach. Its best .influence is for the young
ladies, certainly; but still it has its benefits
less direct for others. How mtlch pllrer and
more. ennobling, suppose you', is Otterbein's
general atmosphere, than it would be if there
was no Young Wo~en's Christian Association here ? Young men in this school owe
much to the C'hristian girls of the ins.titution.
You don't need to grin about it either.

.

***

. The luan who growls about Ohio's climate
ought to be put out. There's not a better in
tqe universe. Just think about our $~mtpe~s.
Italy hasn'~ bluer skies, nor lovelier verdure~
And then such winter as this that we've had
this month! Every breath of the crisp ~nd
snowy air these days is a breath of manhood
and backbone-that is, if it isn't a' breath of
grip. That don't count just now, we're
talking about the other side. Such sleighing,
too-o~, Qo~we can't express ~t. Ifw~ ~ere
only a girl" we would say". It's just perf~~tly
~xquisit~ly exquisite, utterly u~ter." .',
,

"

, *** .

I

" ' ,.... -;

- -If you're talking about ~he poetry qfmotlQn;
that's sleighing, you've struck it sure. It's
the poetry and the music too; it's the very
orchestra 'of motion-the whole band with the
dru.m tnajor thrown in. h Oh, t<;> think of it ,,.
-the horses, the bells, the ·smooth,··ru·nnerS,l
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the quiet of the night, the-the-the-well,
we give it up, you know how it is.

*** trick-asking the
That's a very ancient
professor questions to kill time and cover up
your poor preparation. Of course, we never
do that sort of thing here in Otterbein. When
students ask questions-like we do-to show
how sharp they are or to run the professor
up, it's a very dignified and profitable exercise. Little satirical, eh? Well, yes; the
fact is that the question-asking class is generally a class that has a thought of its own.
Thinkers are not made out of students who
swallow text books whole. The m'en and
women WllO let their thoughts and questionings run round the wqrld, even if the said
thoughts and questionings do get pretty thin
by reason of spreadoutedness, are more hopeful than the men and .women who glue themselves to a text-book page.
***

The very slippery days have come,
The dangerousest of the year;
And the gallant swain who seeth home
His frail and darling dear,
Alert and strong walks by her side,
And lends a manly arm
To avert the ills that might betide,
And keep his love from harm.
Full well she trusts his steady tread,
Nor doubts she e'en at all;
But this it is that racks his head,
" ?vIy, what if I should fdl1."

EXCHANGES.
Garfield, '93, son of the late Pre.sident, has
been elected captain of the Williams foot ball
team for 1892-93.-Ex.
Prof. Charles Chandler, late of the chair of
Latin in Denison University. has accepted a
professorship in the new Chicago University.
-Ex.
. Many of our exchanges published special
holiday editions or came out with holiday covers. This not only added greatly to their appearance but it showed etlterprise on the part
of their management.
. It is probable that A. A. Stagg will be appointed to the position of. Professor of Athletics at Yale, wpen the new gymnasiuln
Qpens;:next fall, instea.d of going to Chicago

to take charge of athletics at Prof. Harper's·
University.-Ex.
We' learn from the Lantern that Dr. Orton
is recovering very rapidly from the paralytic'
stroke which he received a short time before
the holidays. We unite with the Lantern in
wishing the Doctor a speedy recovery; he is.
so well known by reputation that all are in-terested in his condition.
The students of the University of Ottawa,.
should be congratulated upon their excellent
college journal. But few college papers have·
reached so high a degree of excellence as the
Owl.
It is unusually large for a student
publication, and the literary standard is far in
advance of many, the poetry being especially
good.
This afternoon the thirty students of Heidelberg University, who recently assisted in
organizing the Greek letter fraternities without the consent of the Faculty, received
notices requesting them to withdraw frOlll the
institution, which they will do and will be accompanied by a considerable number ·of
others. Ten of the offending students are
members of the senior class, .several are sons.
of regents of the college, and one the _son of
President Peters. The action of the faculty
has been awaited with interest allover the
country, as the University is the principal
Western educational institution of the ReforIned Church. It has been severely criticised by the citizens of Tiffin, for this act
which will undoubtedly injure the college.Oh£o State Journal, Jan. 4.
ALUMN.~L NOTES.

. Mr. H. J. Custer, class '90, enjoyed a few
days at hotTIe with his patents and friends.
during vacation.
Rev. M. S. Pottenger, class '91, was recently callc-'d to the pastorate of the First United
Brethren Church at Knoxville, Tenn.
Mr. I. G. Kunl1er, class '91, who ha& been
'engaged in business in Dayton since June,.
was in town over Sunday, the 10th iust.
Messrs. George and Charles !lippard, of
classes '88 and '91, respectively, were in Wes-·
terville a few days during vacation, visiting
their parents and other friends .
Miss Olive Morrison; class '88, visit~d her
parents, Mr. and Mrs..J. L. Mor~ison, during
the holidays~ . Miss·Olive· is proving'herself a.
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very successful instructor in the language department of which she has charge at Canfield,
Ohio..
Mrs. F. A. Z. Kumler, of Trenton, Mo.,
daughter of Rev. D. Bender, of this place, and
·an Otterb ein alumna, is lying dangerously ill
at her Mi ssouri home. Her mother and Dr.
J. B. Hunt, the old family physician, have
gone to her bedside.
E. A. Gilmore, class '90, professor in the
North Eastern Ohio Normal College at Canfield, 0., spent a few days during the holiday
season visiting among friends in town. He is
looking welL says he is enjoying his work,
.and reports a prosperous year.
Mrs. John H. Mar'tz, nee Jennie Huddle,
class '81, of Greenville, 0., visited Miss Cora
McFadden and other friends in town, during
the last week. In looking through the college, she spoke pleasingly of the many improvements throughout the bulding since the
·days of the seventies and early eighties.
Daniel Surface, class of '62, is secretary and
ltreasurer, is general manager in fact, of the
·Richm'ond (Indiana) Chair Company. Mr.
Surface is an influential man in the city of
Richmond. Among the many important and
responsible positions held by him i~ that of
'memb~r of the Board of Education. This
position he has held for many years. Otterbein may justly have a feeling of pride and
respect for her sons.
Mr. H. M. Crider, who did not complete his.
course, but was a student in O. U. in 1859
.and 1860, with his wife made a short visit to
the college a few days ago. He is now the
'well-known publisher at Yotk, Pa. He has
"'not forgotten his teachers, his school-mates,
nor the many incidents connected with them.
A year or two of one's life spent in Wester'ville and at Otterbein can never qu'ite fade
,:from the memory.
.

in his home three and one-half miles southwest of Wooster, .Ohio, Mr. John Sherrick,
of the class of '72 and one of the best students
ever sent out bv Otterbein. Mr. Sherrick
has regained his health; is a well-to-do farmer
and much interested in his alma mater. A
gift of $250 is evidence of this interest. We
are glad to chronicle these gifts. Let the
good work go on. This is the greatest need
of the institution at present. In his spacious
home is another of the good and true, Miss
Kate Sherrick, his sister, who but recently
sent to the Woman's Co-operative Circle
$130 in cash. "The Lord God of Israel saith :
Them that honor me I will honor.'"

* * *

ORATORICAL A.SSOCIATION.
A movement inaugurated during this month
for an Otterbein Oratorical Association, has
been enthusiastically furth~red by the student
body. The permission of the faculty for the
organization has been given, and at this writing a constitution is in course of preparation
by a committee. The organization will be
completed in time to make application for admission to the State Oratorical Association at
the coming meeting at Akron. Kindly expressions from a number of the Colleges com.posing the Association, give good hope that
our suit will be immediately successful. In
case it should b~ otherwise, the organization
will be maintained and a yearly local contest
held. In course of time we do not doubt that
our s~ster colleges would begin to feel the advantage of having Otterbein's oratorical abilityas an ornament to the State Association,
and would make a place for us. At any rate
our local organization can not fail of doing
much local good.

CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATIONS' SOCIAL.
The two Christian Associations held a joint
social for new students in the Society Halls,
Saturday evening. January 9th. The IneetMr. A. B. Hahn, '75, special agent of the', ing was altogether informal, no program havContinental Insurance Company of New ing been prepared. Refreshments were served
York, is very happily situated in the city of from 8 to 10 o'clock in the Association Hall.
Richmond, Indiana. He is a.credit to Otter- The meeting was well attended, and the new
'bein, and, when visited by the president and students were given a hearty welcome and
agent, showed no little interest in his alma made to feel at home. All ~hingti cons~dered,
.mater, and gave her substantial help. Mr. the evening 'was very pleasantly and profitaHahn has reached, by faithful endeavor, al- bly spent.
most the highest round in his business in the
Th~ week of prayer for young men, which
~tate of Indiana, and we rejoice in his success.
should have been held in November, was postOn New Year's Day the president visited poned for special reasons l.lntil last week,
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interest shown
in the tneeti~gs was very satisfactory, being
':well attended by students and faculty. The
meeting resulted in one conversion, and a
general revival of religions interest among
the students.
I

·

It js with gratification that we note the
urosoeritv that our Y. M. C. A. is en;ovine-.
>The ~menibership;;hOW numbers 104 out O'f 134
boys in school. The membership committee
·is to be congratulated for its success.
Saum Hall was almost deserted during
'vacation, Miss Anna Yothers being the only
one left to break the silence, that would have
otherwise, reigned s~pr~me.
PERSON-AL.
Such sleighing!
, J. A. Bovey spent the holidays at F.ulton.
l\tliss McCammon, of Galena, is in college.

New sophomores, Miss Murray and Miss
,
Mr. Oldham and sister of this place, have
entered school.
The School of Physical Culture'began oper'a~ions January "6, '92.
~.. J.~. Bovey sU.ffeted s,everal days with la
;.grippe. at the clo~e of school.
Judg'e John-,A. Shauck spent Sunday, the
- 17th inst~, in Westerville, with his family.
J. R. King preached at the No.rtll Berlin
· Presbyterian church the 10~h inst.
'
.
,,~ewis.

Mr. T. E. Smith, of 'Hicksville, is am~ng
the new boys of. this term.
Rev. R. L. Swain, college pastor, has been
suffering from la grippe during the past week.
Have you seen the new spectacles in Otterbein University? 0 Santa Claus, why don't
you come oftener?
~v1:r. S. A. Cooper, of Lamartine, is with us
for the remainder of the year. He has entered
the Business Department.
Miss Teresa Maxwell, Principa~ of Business
Department, passed quite an enjoyable tim~
during vacation, at Dayton.
Mr. D. F. Charles' success as a canvasser
is verified by the fact, that he made about $30
during vacation selling fruit trees.
Mr. J. B. Bovey, class '92, left home a few
days after school closed, and spent his vaca_tion visiting friends in northern Ohio.
Mr. B. A. Sweet, superintendent of public
schools, Clark County, Illinois, spent several
days in Westerville visiting Mr. J. A. Barnes.
Prof. Haywood and wife spent several days,
during the latter part of December, at Worthington, visiting Mrs. 'Youel, the sister of Mrs,
Haywood~

Miss Nota Angell, of Beach ~ity, Ohio, has
returned- ag,ain to school and brought with
her a ·ne\v student. '.'Angels are good lllissionaries.'·
Mr. H. M. Milliman, of Hicksville, Ohio,
has returned again to school and brought with
hiin two' new students, Me,ssrs'. Smith ,and
Kleckner. ,,'".
'
"

J. N. Dickson filled the pulpit of R. A.
Mrs. Cq,rollne.· Merchant,. who" 'had be.en
Longman at Union Mission the 17th inst.
,: visiting friends and relatives in Minnesota
, :' "Rev. R. L. Swain held a series of meetings and Indiana, returned 30th ult.. after a vis~t
of six weeks.
~ for;four evenings~ beginning Sunday, 17th.
Mr Francis Yaple, of Kingston, Ohio, who
Mrs Dr. Lisle, ~f Marysvill~,wa~ the guest was last year a student in Otterbein Utiive±'of her sister, Mrs. T. H." Kohr, a few weeks , sity, spent several days in Westerville during
~,ago.
. ": vaC,ati 0 n, vis i ti n g ,[ri end s.
'; T'lle're 'ate twenty-nine students enrolled in
l,\1r. Ray Seeley, a former student of .Ottet('instrumental music under Prof. Morrow this ., bein, University, now attending school at.
·tertIi.
Ohio Wesleyan University, spent his holiday
,,' Mr. W. E. Bovey and his lady, went to Co- vacation at his home in Westerville.
lufuBus, Saturday, 16th. to hear the BostoThe W. C. 'f. D. has offered a handsome
nIans.
-'reward to, that lllember of the Westerville
· "M.rs~.,. Prof. R~ese, of ~ql~9-o" Iowa, was . High "Schod-I, who writes the best· essay on
"The evil effects of alcohol ·ou' th'e ,', systetl1.,J)o
"recently~ Galled t6~·W,es.tervine,Jo tlIe be.dside
.~f:,:h,er,~~f,~'t~,~r·;:.;Mrs.".Jff?~p~qnr,.).(~;.(i>,.
.,
~"Quit~ a n~lmb~r h,av:e ~"n'~,er~,th:e c,~,~~e?t:~.'
t:

"~

I

'.

-265. Mr. F. A. Anderson, of Vandalia, who was
with us last year, has returned, and is again
at work.
Mr. W. E. Kleckner, a new student from
Hicksville, is on the sick list and unable to
pursue his work.
Missouri now has a representative in Otterbein in the person of l\Ir. J. W. Smith. He
is pursuing normal studies.
D. E .. Strayer, of De Graff, Ohio, with' W.
E. Henderson, of Indianapolis, Ind., visited
Guy Henderson a few days recently.
Mr. G. L. Stoughton, who has been teaching five miles west of town during the fall
term, has entered school and will graduate
with the ciass of '92.
Two choral classes have been organized by
Prof. Ransom for the ternl. The one is to
begin with the rudiments and the other is to
take up ~dvanced work.
We are glad to note that Prof Zuck, who
was confined to his room for about a week suffering with la grippe, is about again and attending to his school work.
The boarding club, who held forth at Mr.
Marion Smith's last term, disbanded at· the
close of school. A new club has been organized at the home of Mrs. C. Merchant.
Sleighing parties have been' the order of
the day since the snow. came. Sunbury,
, Worthington and Central College have been
visited in turn by these parties ot pleasure
seekers
Messrs. F. A. Anderson, E. W. Stine and
J. '0. Gross, after a vacation of six months,.
have returned to Otterbein lJ niversity and are
now ready for work. We are glad to greet
them again.

Mr.. J. IVI.. Martin. a senior in Central 'College Academy, paid OUf school a prospective
visit at the beginning of the term. His father
was formerly a student of Otterbein.
. Several of the students whose homes were
quite a distance from Westerville remained
here during vacation. They helped to keep
things alive here, and to keep up the good
r~putation established by Otterbein.
The home of Mr and Mrs. Adatns was
gladdened a few weeks ago, by the return of
their daughter. Nellie, who has been attending school at Delaware, Ohio. It is needless
to say that Nellie spent a happy vacation.
Rev. Mrs. Billheimer, recently of White
Pine, Tennessee, preached an excellent sermon in the College Chapel 11th inst. She
has been engaged for the next six months to
work in the interest of the W. C. C. O. U.
Several of our Otterbein University professors attended Ohio l;ollege Association, which
convened at Columbus during the last week
in December. Prof. W. J. Zuck read a paper
which was both interesting and instructive~
and showed care of preparation.
Messrs. C. B. Brown and C. M. Fisher, of
Hicksville, spent a few days in Westerville
during vacation. We heartily welcome them
among us. They say there are· others at
Hicksville who ought to be in Otterbein University and that they are doing all they can
to get them here.
Mr. F. J. Resler, accompanied by his
mother and his brother, E. D. Resler, class
'91, visited his sister, Mrs. R. P. Miller, at
Homestead, Pennsylvania, during the holidays The boys excited considerable comment alTIOng the social circles there by their
singing. We are not surprised.

FIT!
IF THEY DON'T, THE SHIRTS .ARE KRAG'S,

NOT YOUR.S!
No.7 SOUTH HIGH STREET,

COLUMBUS, OHIO.
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M,r. Walter Kline, class '94, who has been
un'Yell for sum time is again able to attend
recitations.
Mr. E. J. W. Stine, of Alpha, after an absence of one term, has returned and again
taken up his work.
The Y. W. C. T. U. gave a social at their
rooms on the evening of the 16th, vlhich
proved to be quite a success.
Mr. J. O. Gross, of Dayton, after a short
absence, has returned, and besides his regular
co.urse, has taken work in the Conservatory of
Music.
Miss Murray, the president of the freshman
class, has been promoted to the sophomore
class. "Too good for the freshies," is the
general verdict.
Miss Florence M. Cronise, professor of
Modern languages, spent about a week visiting in Cincinnati. On her return she stopped at Dayton. She was present at the alumnal banquet.
. During the holidq.ys "Jack" Thompson
visited in Cincinnati, and in a foot ball game
between Cincinnati. University and "All'
Eastern Colleges" was selected to play his
old position, right tackle. The eastern college boys won. You can draw your own
inference.
At a recent election Mr. M. B. Fanning
was chosen foot ball manager for the coming
year At the same meeting L. L. Barnard
~as chosen captain.
These men are hustling
in their respective positions to make the
coming season a most successful one. Mr.
Fanning will go to Cleveland in a few weeks
to engage a coacher for a few weeks next
October.
•
I

G. L. Stoughton and N. R. Best have been
admitted to the senior class. The class now
numbers twenty-six.
Arrangements are being perfected to secure
Otterbein representation on the staff of the
COLLEGE MAN, the New Haven students"
magazine.
The Christmas entertainment held in the
college chapel on the evening of 24th ult. was
well attended. The room being filled. Besides the treat given the children, there
was also a literary and musical program
which added much to the interest of the occasion.
The Young Men's Christian Association
held a week of gospel meetings in their hall,
January 10 to 16, the opening of a ,revival
campaign which it is hoped may be pushed
with consecrated energy through the rest of
the year. The college pastor held services in
the chapel four nights, embracing January
17th to 20th. The Young Women's Association hold a series of prayer meetings this
week. Already a deep interest is manifested,
and four boys have expressed a determination
to lead a better life by the grace of the Lord.

S. W. DUB()IS,
CITY' BARBE.:R"
First-Class Workmen and Prompt Attention
.
to Business.
No. 10 North State Street,

WESTERVILLE., 0 ..

WHEN YOU WANT FINE PHOTOGRAPHS TAKEN
.. : ...

GO TO . . . • .

MULLIGAN. BROS.
SPECIAL CLUB RATES TO STUDENTS.
GET UP A CLUB AND SECURE SPECIAL RATES.

All Work Finished First-class at our Permanent Headquarters, THE URLIN &
PFEIFER ART GALLERY,
262 & 264 S. HIGI-I ST.,
COLUMBUS, O~
' : , '

WESTERVILLE BRAi,;CH OPEf,; EVERY' THURSDAY.

'j
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MALCOLM McDONALD ----.1111 111 •

-... ..
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•
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FASHION ABLE HATTER.

•• ~

.

Umbrellas.

... .

... .: •.~ .

e ••

Large Assortment of Fall Styles.

I \

®-~

SOLE AGENT FOR THE CELE~..R ATED MILLER HAT

Hats Blocked and Repaired.

6'7 S. HIGH ST., Opposite State House..

Silk Hats Ironed while you wait.

COLUMBUS,

.......................................................................................................................................................................................................

OHIO

..

;

D. W. DOWNEY,

~STUDENTS~

Furniture (Il and

(Il

Undertaking

WHEN IN NEED OF POCKET CUTLERY

FIRST.CLASS EMBALMING

OR RAZORS, WILL DO WELL TO CALL

Latest styles and newest patterns in Wall Paper,
with Borders to match. All varieties of Picture
Mouldings. Framing Diplomas and Groups a specialty.
Bed-Room Suits from $15 to $40. A fine assortment of
Office Chairs.

ON

COR. MAIN AND STATE STS.

A. J. DE LAMATER.
_ ••••••••••• aa ••• :1

: :••• a:••••••::.:n

WESTERVI LLE,O.

1.$

.

o. BEAVER
The

Stat"e · Street

But'cher

0

KEEPS CONSTANTLY ON HAND ALL KIN.OS OF

FRESH
About seven years ago I had Bronchitis, which finally
drifted into consumption, so the doctors said, and they
had about given me up. I was confined to my bed. One
day my husband went for the doctor, but he was not in his
office. The drug.,,' st sent me a bQttle of ~iso's Cure for
Consumption. I took two doses of it, and was greatly releived before the doctor came. He told me to continue its
use as long ns it helped me. I did so, and the result is, I
am now sound and weil- entirely cured of Consumption.-:Mrs. P. E. BAKER, Harrisburg, Ills., Feb. 20, 1891.

BEEF.

CUSTOMERS RECEIVE POLITE AND PROMPT ATTENTION

WESTERVI LLE, OH 10.

].

SPOON~R,
MANUFACTURER AND REPAIRER

O~

Boots arid Shoes
FOOT-BALL AND TENNIS SHOES A SPECIALTY.
"'VVEST MAIN

ST.

WESTERVI LLE,
........................................ a

r

1

OHIO
I •••• aa! ••• a!.I ••• Q.I~

.

.D. L.flULD, SOoiBtU &Glass BaagBs, Diamona mountings, BtO.
o

3I~

0

N. High St.,

0

MANUFACTURER OF

0

0

0

COLUMBUS, OHIO.
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"Przncess lise"
Translated from the German by
Florence M Cronise.
Illustrated by John E. Bundy.

R{lUare Octa\ 0, elegant cloth binding, ide stamp, ,1 :25. This is
a beautiful legend of a little brook of the Hartz luountains, which
is at first a proud and ob. 'tinate Iittle stream tbat refuses to be
guided by tbe good angels \vbo callie to lead the waters down into
the valleys. Charnled by tbe flattery and delightful proluises of
the devil, she is carried into bis court in the Brocken, and there
learns to what selfish and di.·~greeable uses she is to be put. She
slips away and glide through a dark passage and do\vn the steep
ravine into tbe valley. Rerrlernbering her danger and e cape, sbe
becomes a bumble "vork r V\ bo shu n, temptation and busies bel"self constantly for the good of others. thus becoming, in truth, a
Princess Royal. An interesting story, bits of beau tiful description touches of nature, and a high moral purpose \vithout serInoni~ing- these thing.' together with the original and beautiful
illustrations, give the book a special charm.

-.

FOR SALE BY

ALBERT, SCOTT & CO.,

PUBLISHERS,

106 VVabash Ave., Chicago.

THE C. A. & C. RAIL W A Y.--SCHEDULE.
.

.

IN EFFECT JANU.ARY 1, 1882.
GOING NORTH.

GOING SOUTH.

No. 38' No. 28 No.2.
--caYS Night
Fast
Expr'ss Expr'"
M:-til.
~~T1Vr
1 05
8 00
~ 011
1 19
8 14
8 14
1 35
~ 2lJ
29
2 10
9 10
9 05
2 25
9 25
9 20
2 40
9 40
9 05
3 12
10 14
10 09
3 37
III 42
10 :16
4 25
11 27
11 21
4 38
11 40
1L 34
No.3B. No:14 - - P. M.

A. M.

---400

STATIONS.
Lv U. Depot, Ar
.CLEVELAND.
" Euclid Ave.
" Newburg ..
.... Hudson .....
. Cuyahoga Falls.
.... AKRON
.
.
, ... Warwick
.. ORRVILLE ..
... Millersburg ..
AT. Killbuck .. Lv
Dresden Braneh

No.3. No. 27, No. 35.
Fast
Night Cle'Jd
Mail Expr'ss Expr'ss
T1V1~~
5 40~
7 00
12 30
5 26
6 46
J 2
16
5 10
6 ~o
11 59
4 32
5 50
11 20
4 16
5 06
1L 06
4 05
5 15
10 55
3 31
4 43
10 IS
420
955
2 19
3 2:1
9 02
. 2 07
~ 06
8 4S
- - - No. 1~. No. 35.
p, M.
A. M.

Lv MillersburgAr
Lv. Killbuck .. Ar
.... Warsaw
.
.... Trinway
.
Ar Z~nesville Lv

:{lO!

lO35---

10 05 '''8 '25'
4 30
850
742
5 2S
6 00
7 40
7 00
6 10
7 38
620
550
7 25
8 05
~
~
~
~~~
2 07
3 06
8 4~
4 38
11 40
11 34 Lv. Killbuck. Ar
1 09
1 59
7 46
5 38
12 40
12 33 .... Gambier ....
12 58
1 47
7 35
6 08
1 00
1 03 MT. VERNON
12 3:{
1 0»
7 04
6 36
1 28
1 29 ... Centerburg ..
12 15
12 48
6 43
.
6 59
1 49
1 49 ... Sunbury
11 58
12 30
6 25
7 19
2 06
2 06 ... Westerville .
11 35
12 05
6 00
7 45
2 30
2 30 At Columbus Lv
A M MDNT A M
PM
AM
AM
A M
N'T.
A M
PM
AM
AM
800
800
6 40
7 40 AT Cincinnati Lv
3 45
3 45
11 40
10 00 .. Indianapolis ..
730
730
7 00
7 00 Ar St. Louis Lv
P. M.
AM
PM
A.M.

'''4 '45'

Trains 2, 3, 25 and 26 Run Daily_

Train 5, (Cleveland Express) leaves Orrville at 7 :15 A.
connecting with P. Ft. W. & C. No. 32 from the West~
Akron 8:10 A. M., arriving at Cleveland 10:10 A. M. No.4
returning leaves Cleveland at 3:29 P. M., arriving 'at Akron
5 :05 P. M., Orrville at 5 :55 P. M., making direct connection
with P. Ft. W. & C. No.3 for Wooster, Shreve and all
poin ts west.
Trains 27 and 28 have through Pullman sleepers between
Cleveland, A.kron, Columbus and Cincinnati.
Trains 7 and 8, known as the Brink Haven and Columbus accommodations, leave Brink Haven at 6 :05 A. M.,
arriving at Columbus at 8:35 A. M., leave Columbus at 4:30
P. M., arriving at Brink Haven at 6:50 P. M.
Trains 2 and 3 make connection with P. Ft. W. & C.
trains to and from all points east and west via Orrville.
No. 38 makes c1o&e connections at Columbus with P. C.
& St. L. for Chicago and points west •
For further inforIpation address,
M,

H. B. DUNHAM,
Gen'l Pass. Agent, Columbus, O.
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SAMUEL JONES

WEST'ERVILLE, O~IO.

ITS RECORD I,S:
Full and prompt payment of Death and Life Maturity Claims.
Issues policies from $500 to $5000. Over 5400 members. $7,600,000
insura.nce in force. ,$849,117.41 paid in death losses. $84,500 paid in
Life Maturity claims to October 1, 1891.
The Association has entered upon the fifteenth year of its history. Every just claim has been paid' promptly and in full-the great
majority of them from thirty to ninety days before due. Its growth
has been at an even and steady pa e. The membership has increased
every year of its history. Over fQurteen years of 'successful business
have demonstrated the wisd0m of its plans and assure its enduring
and permanent success. It offers to the insuring public featu'res that
are offered by no other companv~features that are more and more
appreciated as they become better' understood.' The Association relieves not only those bereft by death, but also its m~mbers made dependent by reason, of old age. Its plans are easily understood, and
are growing more and more into the favor of the Insuring pub-lic. An
inviting field is opened to the soliciting ag-ent. Such an a~ent is
wanted in every town to solicit for THE PEOPLE'S MUTUAL.~

liAI~ T~IlYIlYII~G FO~ I1ADIES AflD CflIl.lD~Efl
EVE~Y

DAY Ifi TflE WEEI{.

N. MAIN ST.

Second Door North of }
Scofield's Store.

A~sociation,

Mntnal Benefit

ShaVin[ and Hair-CnttiIij[ in the Latest Style.

BAKERY.
FRESH BREA.D EVERY DAY.

•

•

' .

j

IT OFFICERSS ARE:

Pies, Cakes and Cookies of All
Pan Candies" and

Kinds,

C. W. MILLER, President,
HENRY GARST, Vice PresIdent,
A. B. KOHll, Secretary,

JOHN KNOX, Tr~asurer,
D. BENDER, General Agent. _

OYSTERS.IN ALL STYLES.
All orders promptly filled. Special attention given to parties and
socials on short nouce.

J. R. WILLIAMS,'

For Plans and Rates, address

A. B. KOH R, -S'ecretary, '-Westerville', Ohio~:

College Avenue,

. . . . . . . . . . . . 111111111111111

.

~IEBERl.~

HANN & ADAIR,'
~

Book

Prz"nters & Engravers
FIfiE

WO~I{

LIL~EY"

&

DBinders~

BLANK BOOK MANUFACTURERS
---AND--

11 SPECI1II1TY.

LEGAL BLANK PUBLISH~~~S,
108 North High Street,
Gpound Floop.

COL UMB U.S 0
,

.

•

.......................................................................................................u . _
,

opes"o~~u~~g~U~lt~ing.
u

n.nu

COLUMBUS,

n

,
,

0Y'c

.

"DONT .FORGET!
That you can get a First-Class Shave
and your Hair Cut in any Style at the

STUDENT'S SHAVING ~ .pA·RLO'R.
Special Attention. to Ladies' and Children's Bang and Hair Trimming on Tuesdays and, Fridays.
JOHN E. KERSEY, Room I, Weyant Block.

:'
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H. L.·· ZIMMERMAN

LIVERY AND FEED

DIPLOMAS
Designed, Engraved and Lettered, at Moderate rates
.
and in Superior Manner.

I~ I

I~ I

CARDS WRITTEN
by America's Finest Penman, for Fifty Cents per
package of fifteen.

TITLE PAGES
Invented and Cuts furnished for". use on an ordinary printing press, in Unique, Modern and
appropriate styles, at Living Prices.

III

I~ I

NEW EQUIPMENTS·

LETTER

HEADS AND

ENVELOPES

prepared by an artist -w-ho delights to please his
customers by giving something modern and
appropriate artistic and original.

Improve your Penmanship by taking lessons by mail, or attending
An elegantly illu~trated catalogue mailed
~O cents in stamps or silver. ~ddress,

ZANERIAN ART COLLEGE.

for

ZAN:£RIAN ART COLL:£G:£,

Double • . Single Rigs at Popular Prices.
t.~
•~

Columbus, Ohio.

SPECIAL RATES· TO STUDENTS.
i

H

.

A COMPLETE GYMN.ASIUlVl
IN ONE MACHINE.
Every muscle 'of the body can be exercis.ed, giving vigor appetite, aq
cheerfulness to the user. Dr. Cyrus Edson, of world-wide
repute, says, "This is the best machine eve.r
brought to my notice"

GYMNASIUM GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
An Illustrated Pamphlet, giving most approved methods of
exercise will be sent free on request.
DOUBLE MACHINES,

$12.00;

SINGLE,

$ 5.00.

MERWIN, HULBERT & CO., 26 W. 23d St., N.

y~

City.

Opposite Fifth Avenue Hotel•

H_

..................................................................................................................i

Ftiends of Otterbein

~~11

,

=============================*

r

Should subscribe jor tIle 0 T E R B E [N AiG [So 7 he editors and managers jr01n the begt'nning have
had 'the best interests of Otter/ein at luar t , and have endeavored to publish a paper that would, at the same
time jurnish injorrnation to all persons £nterested in the College, and spread tke jam~ of Otterbein. The
paper has been constantly illlpro7.'ed until it pres~nts its present attractive appearance. Let evelY person in""
terest{d in the welfare of tlte oldest college in the Church aid it by sendlng their nal1u, wz'th Fifty Cents jor
a year~s subscription.
Single Coples, Ten Cents.

f .. B.

*---------.--,

BO VEY, Subscription Agent,
WESTERVILLE,

o.

HARRY MoC~Y.

J. L. JrIoCOY.

McCOY BROTH·ERS,

.'

47 NORTH HIGH STREET,

COLU M I3US, '0.

o.

J. W. MARKLEY.

L. MARKLEY.
o

MA-R KLEY BRO,TH,E.RS.,.. .. + - - DEALERS

~

IN ---,---+

Staple aI)dPaI)ey (3roeeri€s ~
AND MANUFACTURERS OF

TH~

,-

CELEBRATED KESSLER YEAST.

vv.

W.

A. DOHERTY,

J.' SHUEY,

Has in Stock at all times a full line of

Books, AlbuII}s, Fancy StatioQery; Unitaf::'Brstnr~n ru~li~ningHcu~~,
DAVTON, OHIO,

TOI~ET

Publisher, Bookseller and StatioQer,

SETS,

PENS, PENCII.JS, INIC. GAMES of all
Kinds,. and in fact anything a Student
,vants whether foi~ Sfudy or Amus~ment.·

SPECIAL PRICES on all College Text Books and on
Books for Li braries.

.,SPECIAL RATEfS given on all College Text Books
/.' ". and Btudents' and Teachers' Bibles.

"HANDBOOK FOR 'VORKE.RS," the best help in
(Christian "vork accessible. Only 25 cents.

vVe order all our College Text Books under direction
of the Professors, therefor~ 'we- always_ -have tpe
right book and the proper edition.

NEW ".CLEAR-PRINT TEACHERS' BIBLE"
is the best in the country. Made especially for
us. Minion and bourgeois type; good bindings;
cheap. Special terms to agents.

:$ta~~__ St~eet, Opposite Holmes House,
CORRESPONDE·NCE· SOLICITED.

VJESTERVI L-L-E, 0,
1It_:"n~

nl"""'III"''''''''''I'''''''''''''''''I'I!nal''

BEAL

,

~

~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ,

u
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TH'E NEW WEBSTER

& CO.

. . . 41

1:,

SUCCESSOR OF THE UNA.BRIDGED.
Re-edited and Reset from Cover to Cover.
FULLY ABREAST OF THE TIMES•

,I

••••••••••••

MERCHANT·' TAILORS
......................................................

'

.
I

'off

A CRAND INVESTMENT

,
For the Family, the School or the Library.
The work of revision occupied over ten years, more
than a hundred editorial laborers having been employed and over 8300,000 expeJlded.
Critical comparison with allY Dictionary invited.
SOLD BY ALL BOOKSELL£RS.

AND DEALERS IN

GENTS' FURNISHING GOODS.

A descriptivepaDlpblet containing specimen poce_.
illustrations, extracts frolIl critical reviews, opinion.
of eminent people, etc., sent free upon applica1iion•
. Ca~tion i~ needed in' purchasing a di~tionary, as photographIc reprmts of an obsolete and comparatively worthless
edition of Webster are being marketed under various uames
and often by misrepresentation.
.
GET THE BEST,
The International, which Leafs the imprint of

G.

&,

C. MERRIAM

&,

CO., Pub-Ushers.

SPRI.~.CFIELD, Mass.,

U. S. A ..

.

